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0. Introduction
Let y be a simply connected open neighborhood of the origin in C n . For a finite
Galois covering π : X —» Y of Y, we denote by B
π
, the divisor r\Bι + r2B2 +
- - -\-r\B\, where i?i, 52» * » 5/ are the irreducible components of the branch locus
{y G y |^τr~ 1 (y) < degπ} of π and Vj are the ramification indices of π along Bj,
i.e., Tj = degπ/max{#π~1 (y)\y G i?j}. In the previous paper[4], we study Abel
coverings π : X —• y of V with £?
π
 = D for a given effective divisor .D on Y. In this
paper, we study Galois coverings π : X —+ Y such that B
π
 = D and that the covering
transformation groups Gal(X/y) = {g G Aut(X)|πo^r = TΓ} are finite solvable groups
(e.g. the dihedral groups D2s, the quaternion group Q, the alternating group A± and
the symmetric group S± of degree 4).
In Section 1, we show that for any Galois covering π : X —> Y of y , there exists
a commutative diagram:
X -A* y
x ^ ^ y
where / I : Y —» y and z7 : X —• X are Abel coverings such that B-β = B
π
 and that V
does not ramify on π~x(Y\ S i n g ^ i H h-B/)), and λ : X —> y is a Galois covering
which does not ramify on ~μ~1(Y \ Sing(i?i + ••• + !?/)). Moreover, the composite
~β o \ : X —> 7 of λ and /ϊ is a Galois covering and [Go, Go] — Gal(X/y), where
Go = Gal(X/y). Let G
λ
 - [G0,G0], let G2 = [GuGi], - a n d let ~X{ - X/G^.
Then μoλ induces Galois coverings Xi —• y and Abel coverings X^+i —> Xf which do
not ramify on Xi \ Sing(Xi). Hence if the covering transformation group Gal(X/y)
is solvable, then there exists a Galois covering X
m
 —> Y which is the composite of
Abel coverings X
m
 —» X
m
- i , , X2 —> X\ and Xi —• y such that Br^^γ, =
B
π
 and that Xj —> Xj-i do not ramify along divisors for 2 < j < m, and X is
isomorphic to a quotient of X
m
. We also study the connection among £?
π
, Gal(X/y)
and the quasi-Gorensteinness. For example, if Gal(X/y) ~ Q, then there exist at least
two irreducible components Bj of B
π
 with rj = 4 and X is not a quasi-Gorenstein
singularity.
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In Section 2, we study Abel coverings of normal Stein analytic spaces. First, we
show that any Abel covering Z' —> Z of a normal Stein space Z is isomorphic to the
normalization of the analytic subspace of Z x Cι defined by ξ^1 — /i = = ξp —fι =
0 for some holomorphic functions /i, . . . ,// on Z and for some positive integers r i ,
..., Π, where (ξ i , . . . , ξι) is a coordinate system of Cι. Next, assume that Z is a Galois
covering of a normal Stein space Y. Then we give a necessary and sufficient condition
on these functions fi and these integers τ\ that the composite of the Abel covering
Z' —> Z and the Galois covering Z —> Y becomes a Galois covering. Moreover, we
show how to determine the structure of the covering transformation group Gal ( Z ' / y ) .
In Section 3, we construct some examples of Galois coverings π : X —* Y of an
open neighborhood Y of the origin in C n such that Gal(X/Y) are isomorphic to D2s,
Q, A4 or 54, applying the methods in §2. For example, if there exist holomorphic
functions α, /?, 7 and δ(^ 0) on Y such that codim([α] Π [/?]) > 2 and that £2 =
7 3 + 2α - 3/?7, then there exists a Galois covering TΓ : X -> F with Gal(X/F) ~ S4
and J5
π
 = 2DU where £>i is the divisor on Y defined by a
2
 - β
3
 = 0. This Galois
covering π : X —» y is constructed as the composite of three Abel coverings JΓ3 —» X2,
X2 -^ X\ and X\ -^ Y, where Xi ( resp. X2, X3 ) is the normalization of the analytic
subspace of Y x C ( resp. AΊ x C , I 2 x C 2 ) defined by £ 2 - (a2 -β3) = 0 ( resp. ζ3 -
( α - 0 = 0, r;2_ (
In Section 4, we show that any Galois covering of a Stein analytic space whose
covering transformation group is isomorphic to D2s, Q, A4 or 54, is isomorphic to
that constructed in the similar manner as in §3. For example, any Galois covering
π : X —> y with Gsl(X/Y) ~ S4 is constructed as the composite of three Abel
coverings as above.
Let p, q, r i , s be positive integers with g.c.d.(p,q) — 1 and let Ό\ be the ir-
reducible divisor defined by the equation z\ — z\ — 0 on a simply connected open
neighborhood Y of the origin in C 2 . In Section 5, we give a necessary and sufficient
condition on these integers p, q, r± and s that there exists a Galois covering π : X —> y
such that Gal(X/y) is isomorphic to D2s, A4 or 54 and that Bπ = r\D\. Moreover,
we show the dual graph of the exceptional set of a resolution of X.
NOTATIONS, π : X —• Y : a Galois covering of an open neighborhood Y of
oe Cn
£ 1 , #2» * •> #z the irreducible components of the branch locus of π
Tj : the ramification index of π along Bj
B
π
 = τ
x
B
x
 + τ2B2 + + nBj
f/^  = [πi(y \ ((B
π
)
red)) —• Gal(X/y)]({lassos rounding JB^ once in the positive
direction})
μ : ? -+ y : the projection ( ? = {(y,wi,... ,tyι) G y x C ^ ί 1 ~ fi = " • =
*>? ~fι= 0})
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σ* : (y,wi,...,wι) ι-> (y,w1,...,wi-i,priWiiwi+u...,wι) e Aut(F)
p : Gal (F/y) —> Z
r
> Θ ••• θ Z
r
/_ : the homomorphism defined by p(σij_1^ι) =
•••^.) = ( 0 , . . . , l , . . . , 0 ) _
μ j y -> y : the projection (Y = y / ker(p))
l ^ : = μ - 1 ( r \ S i i i g ( J B 1 H - . . - + BO). ^ J Γ " 1 ^ \ Sing(£i + + J3Z))
X : an irreducible component o f l x y 7 , X : the normalization of X
G : the subgroup of Gsl(X/Y) 0 Z
r
; θ θ Z ^ generated by (hi,p(σi)) for all
pi : G -> Gal(X/F), p 2 : G -> Zr/ 0 θ 7*r'k ' the projections
XI : Gal(y/F) —> C* : the homomorphism sending p(σi) to p
Γ ΐ
z'f<r = {(^,-ei, , ω e z x c % r i - Λ = = ξj' - f{ = 0}
TΓf ,r Z{?r -^ Z : the composite of the normalization Zf r -^ Z'f r and the projection
ι
τ
ι
ϊτ
 : (x,ξi,...,ξι) ^ (^ , ί i , . . . ,ξ i- i ,Pr < ξi ,ξ i+i , . . . , ί ι ) ^ Aut(Z f,P)
G f , r = Z r ^ θ θ Zr/ j r
fi : a holomoφhic function on Zf
r
 with /^  * = πj?
 r
/i
/^ϊ
1. Non-Abel Galois coverings
Let π : X —• y be a Galois covering of a simply connected open neighborhood Y
of 0 in C n and let 5
π
 = r\B\ + -h r\Bι as in Introduction. Let Hj be the subset
of Gal(-Xyy) consisting of the images under the quotient map π\(Y \ {B-π)
re(j) -^
Gal(X/Y) of the lassos in πι(Y\ (B
π
)
red) rounding Bj once in the positive direction
for j = 1, , I. Then Hj - {ghg'^g G Gal(X/y)} and \h\ = r
ό
 for any h in ^ .
Proposition 1.1. Gal(X/y) is generated by jffi U i/ 2 U U Ht.
Proof. Let G be the subgroup of Gsl(X/Y) generated by H
λ
 U H2 U U Ht.
Then the covering X/G -> Y does not ramify o n 7 \ Sing(#i H h Si) Hence it
is an isomorphism, because Y \ Sing(2?i + + B{) is simply connected. Therefore,
G = Gal(X/y). •
We may assume that Hi = = Hh, Hil+ι = = Hi2, , Hik_1+1 = =
77/ and that i ^ ^ ί/"^  if i < ij < i' for some j . Then τ\ — = r^, r ^ + i = =
ri 2 , and Γifc_1+i = = n . Let y be the Abel covering of y as in §3 of [4] for
D — B
n
, i.e., y is the subvariety of Y x Cι defined by the equations w^ — fi = 0 (i =
1, , /), where fi are defining equations of Bi. Recall that σ^  are the automorphisms
of Ϋ sending (y, w^ > ^z) ^o (y, ILΊ, . . . , «;*_i, p
r i ^ i , ^<+i, , wz)» where p r . =
exp(2π\/ :^ϊ/ri). Let p : G a l ( y / y ) —• Z
r
> 0 0 Ίi
r
> be the homomorphism defined
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= ••• =p(σil) = ( l ,O, . . . ,O),p(σ ί l + i ) - - -_= p(σi2) = (0,1,0,.. ^ 0 ) ,
..., p(σ i f c_ 1 +i) = ••• = p{σι) = (0, . . . ,0, l ) and let Y = Y/keτ(p). Then Y is
isomorphic to the subvariety in Y x Ck defined by the equations w*j —fij_1+i- fiό —
0 (j = 1, , k), where r' — τ\ for iJ-_i < z < ij, ί0 = Q, ik = I. Moreover, μ :=
^ker(p) : F —• y is an Abel covering with Bμ = B
π
 and Gal(Ϋ/Y) ~ Z
r
/ θ θ Z ^ .
Let X be the normalization of an irreducible component X of I Xy 7 . Then the
projection π : X —• V to Y is a Galois covering with J3^ = £?
π
, because the projection
~X -> F to Ϋ does not ramify on % := μ " ^ ! " \ Sing(Bi + + Bz)). Let G be
the subgroup of Gal(X/F) 0 Gal(Y/F) generated by {h^p{σi)) for all i and for all
hi e Hi.
Proposition 1.2. G = {g e Gal(X/Y) θ G a l ί F / y ) ! ^ = it}.
Proof. ^ = X' for all g in G, because (h
u
p{σi))Xr = it. Since it/G -> y
does not ramify o n 7 \ Sing(,Bi H + Bι), we have x ' /G ~Y. Π
Let G be the commutators group of G := Gal(X/Y) and let F = G/C. Then we
have the commutative diagram:
1 —> C —> G ^ Z
r
; θ . θ Z
r
/ —> 0
II I PI 1
1 —> C —> G —> F —> 0,
where p\ and P2 are the restrictions to G of the projections from G 0 Gal(Y/Y) to
G and Gal(Y/Y), respectively. Here we note that ker(p2) = G, because \hι\ = r^  for
hi £ Hi. Hence Gal(X/Y) ~ G. Also note that p\ is surjective, by Proposition 1.
On the other hand, Gal(X/X) ~ ker(pχ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(y/y).
Hence it is an Abelian group.
As we see in §1 of [4], there exists a nowhere vanishing holomorphic n-form φ
on % ' =y~λ{Y \ Sing(Bi + + B{)) with σ*φ = χ(σ)φ for σ G Gal(y/y), where
X : Gal(y/y) —> C* is the homomoφhism sending σ^  to p
Γ i. Since ker(p) C ker(χ),
there exists a nowhere vanishing holomorphic n-form φf on Y
o
 with Ίfφ1 = χf(g)φf
for all g e Gal(Y/Y), where χ ; : Gal(Ϋ/Y) -» C* is the homomoφhism sending
p(σ<)_to p^ Then ^*(π2*^) - ( ( x ' o ^ ) ) ^ * ^ ) for all g in Gal(X/y), where
π2 : X —• y is the projection. Since X ~ X/ker(pi), we have:
Proposition 1.3. (X,x) is α quαsi-Gorenstein singularity if and only ί/ker(pi)
is contained in ker(xr op2), where {x} — π~1(0).
EXAMPLE 1.1. Assume that Gal(X/y) is isomoφhic to the symmetric group
S3 of degree 3, i.e., Gal(X/y) is generated by two elements α and β enjoying the
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relations a2 = β2 = (α/3)3 - e. Then fl* = {a,βaβ,β} or {/to, (/fa)2}, accord-
ingly as rj = 2 or 3. Hence there exists at least one irreducible component Bi of
B
π
 = r\B\ + + r\B\ with r* = 2, by Proposition 1.1. Assume that there exists an
irreducible component Bi with Ti = 3. Then (βa,p(σi))((βa)2,p(σ^)) = (e,p(σ^)2) G
ker(pi). However, (e,p(σ^)2) ^ ker(χ' o p 2 ) . Hence (X, x) is not a quasi-Gorenstein
singularity. Conversely, assume that all τι are equal to 2. Then ker(pi) = {e}. Hence
(X, x) is a quasi-Gorenstein singularity.
EXAMPLE 1.2. Assume that Gal(X/y) is isomorphic to the quaternion group Q,
i.e., Gal(X/y) is generated by two elements a and β enjoying the relations a4 = e,
β
2
 = a
2
 and aβ = βa3. Then Hi = {a2} (n = 2), {a, a3} (r» = 4), {β,a2β}
(n — 4) or {aβ, a3β} (r^ — 4). Hence there exist at least two irreducible components
Bi of B
π
 with Ti — 4, by Proposition 1.1. Moreover, we see that (X,x) is not a
quasi-Gorenstein singularity, because aa3 = β(a2β) = (aβ)(a3β) = e.
2. Abel coverings of normal Stein spaces
Let Z be a normal Stein analytic space. We say that two Galois coverings πi :
Z\ —> Z and 7Γ2 : Z2 —* ^ of Z are isomoφhic over Z, if there exists an isomorphism
φ : Z\ ~ Z2 with πi — π2 o 0.
DEFINITION 2.1. For an ordered set f of holomorphic functions /1, ..., fι on
Z and for an ordered set r of integers r i , . .., r/ greater than 1 with |f| = |r |, we
denote by Zf
 r
, the normalization of the analytic subspace Zf{ r in Z x G
ι
 defined by
ξ^
1
 — /1 = = ξj1 — fι = 0, where ( ξ i , . . . , ξι) is a coordinate system of C*. We also
denote by Gf ,
r
, the Abelian group generated by the automorphisms τ\
 r
 of Zf
r
 sending
(a:,ξi,...,ξz) to ( ^ ί i j j C i - i ϊ P r i ^ j ί t + i , . . . , ^ ) . where /o
r
. = exp(2πv / z : ϊ/ri), by
πf
 >Γ, the composite of the normalization Zf ? r —•> Z£ Γ and the projection Z x C z —>• Z,
and by /;, the holomorphic function on Zf?r which is the pull-back of ζi\z'fr
Here we note that πf ,
r
 does not ramify at a point x in Z, if there exist holomorphic
functions fti, ..., ft/ on a neighborhood [/ of x with ftp = /^ f/. Also note that
(*f,
r
)*7i = Prji, Kr)*Λ = Λ (* ^ J) and 7,Γi = πf*rΛ.
Proposition 2.1. For any Abel covering -K1 \ Z' -* Z of Z with Gal(Z'/Z) 2^
Z
r i Θ Θ Z n , ίft^r^ exist holomorphic functions /1, . . . , fι on Z such that π{flt...jι}
,{r!,...,rι} is isomorphic to π' over Z.
Proof. Let τi, ..., τ\ be generators of Gal(ZγZ) with \τi\ — τι. Take a holo-
moφhic function / ; on Z' and let U = Σ ^ l J Σ ^ o ( τ i f c l ' ' ' T*Ύ f 19% τ h e n
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rϊfi = Prji, τ*fj = fj (i φ j) and f{ ψ 0 for a suitable /'. Since fp are_Gal(Z'/Z)-
invariant, there exist holomorphic functions /i, , // on Z with π'*fi = fp. Then the
image of the holomorphic map Z1 —• Z x Cι sending x' to (π'(V), J\{xf),..., fι(x'))
is equal to Zf
r
, where f = {/i,...,/z} and r = {ri,.. .,r/}. Since the surjective
map Z' —> Zf is one to one on Z' \ π /~1(U^
= 1[/i]), it induces a biholomorphic map
φ: Z' ~ Z f , r satisfying φon = τ\ r o </>. Q
Let f = {/i,..., fι}9 g = {#1,. . . , gι} be ordered sets of holomorphic functions
on Z and let r = {ri,. . . , n } be an ordered set of integers greater than 1 with |f| =
Proposition 2.2. Zf
r
 is reducible if and only if there exist non-negative integers
Si which are smaller than Ti and at least one of which is positive, and a holomorphic
Junction honZ with ff • • • ffi = h\ where r = l.cm.(gc^ri<si),..., ^ f e y ) .
Especially, when I = 1, if Zf
r
 is reducible, then there exist a holomorphic function h
on Z and a divisor t of r\ greater than 1 with f\ = h*.
Proof. Assume that Z£
 Γ
 is reducible and let Z\ be an irreducible component of
Z'{ r . Then H := {σ £ Gf j Γ |σZi = Z\\ φ Gf?r. Hence there exist integers Si such that
0 < Si < ri, that ( s i , . . . , si) φ ( 0 , . . . , 0) and that h := f\ - - fι is i/-invariant.
When / = 1, we may assume that si is a divisor of r\. Then hr = π |
r
 ί f
x
ri
 ftrι j
and the restriction of h to Z\ is equal to the pull-back of a holomorphic function on
Z, because Gal(Zi/Z) = H.
Conversely, let Si and h be as in the proposition and let h = f\ - fι . Then
hr = 7Tf
r
hr. Hence h = eπ^
τ
h on each irreducible component Z\ of Zf
r
 for an r-th
root e of the unit. Therefore, σ*h = h for all elements σ in {σ G Gf^\σZ\ = Zχ\. On
the other hand, there exists an element σ in Gf?r with σ*hφ h. Hence Z\ φ Zfr. •
Proposition 2.3. Assume that Zf
r
 and Z
sr
 are irreducible. Then there exists an
isomorphism φ : Zf
r
 ~ Z^
r
 with π^
r
oφ = πf?Γ, if and only if there exist meromorphic
functions hj on Z (1 < j < I) and integers s^ (1 < i,j < I) such that h^j =
9j/(fϊlj * fιlj) and that riSij = 0(mod rό). Then φor^ = (T^)'" ( r ^ ) - " oφ.
Proof. Assume that there exists an isomorphism φ : Zf
 r
 ~ Z g Γ with πSjΓ o φ =
πf5r. Then there exist integers s^ with φ o τ% r = (TgΓ) S i l (r^r)Sil o φ. Since
l r f , r l — r*' w e s e e m a t r i s i j = 0 ( m o d Tj). L e t hj = φ*(jj/(fi * ' mmm'fι * h J)>
Then /ij are Gf
 r
-invariant meromorphic functions on Zf
 r
 and ft^' = πj?
r
(gj/(fιlj
Conversely, assume that the condition of the proposition is satisfied. Then the
restriction φ1 to Z'{ r of the meromoφhic map Z x C
z
 —> Z x C z sending (x, ξ i , . . . , ξι)
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to ( x , / n e [ l S l l / r i .• ί [ I β I l / r i , . . . , Λ « ^ l β l l / r | . . . ^ r i θ " / r i ) is a meromorphic map onto
Zg
 r
. Hence φr induces a meromorphic map φ : Zf?r —• Z g ? r which is one to one on
f,r \ π^l (u'
= 1[/i] U U*=1[#i]) and an irreducible component Z of Zfr Xz Z g r is the
graph of φ. Therefore, the projections Z —> Zf?Γ and Z —• Z g r are isomoφhic by
Zariski's Main Theorem. •
Corollary 2.1. Assume that Zf
r
 is irreducible. Then for any automorphism σ
of Z, there exists an automorphism σ of Zf
r
 with πf
 ? r o σ = σ o πf 5Γ, (/* αwd ow/ y //"
ί/^re emί meromorphic functions hj on Z (1 < j < I) and integers Sij (I < i,j < I)
such that hr/ = a*fj/{filj -filj) and that nsiά = 0(mod rά). Then σ o τ} r =
Let σi, σ2, and σ
m
 be automorphisms of Z with σ
λ
σ2 <τ
m
 = ZGL Assume
that there exist meromorphic functions hk- on Z and integers s^ (1 < i , j < /, 1 <
fe < m) such that (ftj)^' = σ*Jj/(fflj --ffj) and that ns^ = 0(mod r^ ). Then
for each k there exist T\T2 Π automorphisms σ> of Zf?r with πfjΓ o 5> = σ^ o πfjΓ,
by the above corollary. Among those, for each k we can choose one so that 5>*/j =
k
 Γ
S
*
j/rJislj/rj fΓSj/rJ. On the other hand, o\ σ^ = ( r^)* 1 (r^P)*' for some
integers £χ, ί2, "
 m
, tι with 0 < t^  < r». Then σ^C σ\*fj = Prj/j. Hence we can
determine these integers U by the data h* and 5^ . For instance, if m = 4, σ 3 = σj"1,
σ4 = σ^1, i.e., σχσ2 = c"2σi and if / = 1, then
because
u _
Assume that Z is a Galois covering of a normal Stein space Y and let σ\, σ<ι,
. . ., σ
m
 be generators of Gal(Z/Y). If there exist meromorphic functions hj and
integers s^ satisfying the condition of Corollary 2.1 for each σ\~ (h = 1,2, . . . , r a ) ,
then the composite Zf
 r
 —>• Z —>• Y is a Galois covering of Y. Moreover, the structure
of Gal(Zf ;Γ/Y) is completely determined by the integers s^ and tj in the relations
<ΓkTf,r°k~~1 = (Tf,r) e" * * * ( rf,r) β" a n d ^ ' ' ' °ϊ
v
 =
 W.r)*1 ' ' ' (τf,r)<z f o r fundamental
relations σ^ σ i p = id of σi, σ2, . . ., σ m .
REMARK 2.1. In the 2-dimensional case, we can construct resolutions λ : Z —•
Z of Z, via embedded resolutions of B
π
 ( see §3 of [4] ), if π : Z —• Y are Abel
coverings of open sets Y of C 2 . Assume that [λ*/ί] — ΣcijEj + r ^ ί f°Γ s o m e
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integers Cij and divisors D[ on Z, where Y^Ej are the exceptional sets of λ. Then
ττf,r : Zς,r —> Z does not ramify on Z \ Sing(Z). If the dual graphs of Σ-Ej are
tree, we can explicitly construct resolutions also of Zf,
r
> in the similar manner as in
§3 of [4]. On the other hand, if there exists an integer j such that Σ L α C i j — 1 is
not a multiple of r = l.c.m.(
 cd
r
λ
 s ) ; . . . , cd
r}
 s
,) for each combination of non-
negative integers S{ which are smaller than T{ and at least one of which is positive,
then by Proposition 2.2, Zf
r
 are irreducible, because
3. Examples
Let D — riDi + r2D2 + - - + rkDk be a divisor on a simply connected open
neighborhood Y of 0 in C n , where Vj are integers greater than 1, Dj are reduced and
may be reducible divisors on Y defined by fj = 0. We assume that 0 £ Dj, i.e.,
/j(0) = 0 and that if i φ j , then Dι and Dj have no common irreducible components,
throughout this section. Let Y be the analytic subspace of Y x C f c defined by w^1 —
/i = = w]f — fk = 0, where (it i, ^2, , Wk) is a coordinate system of C f c and let
μ : y —> Y be the projection. Then we see in the same way as in Proposition 3 of [4]
that Y is normal. Hence Y ~ Y{f
x
,...,/fc},{ri,...,rfc} Moreover, /I is a Galois covering
with B-β = D and Gal(F/F) ~ Z
r i Θ θ Z r f c .
First, we construct some examples with the covering transformation groups whose
commutators groups are cyclic. Let r be an integer greater than 1 and let g be a
holomorphic function on Y. We simply write Yg,r, πg,r and τ ^ r for Y{gy^r}, ^{g},{r}
and T? 1 r p respectively. Assume that there exist no holomorphic functions g0 on
y with #0 = 9 f° r anY divisor s of r greater than 1. Then Yg,r is irreducible, by
Proposition 2.2. Furthermore, assume that there exist a meromorphic function hj and
an integer Sj satisfying 'σ*g/gSj = /ιj for each j , where σ^ is the automorphism of Y
sending (y,w
u
 . . . ,iu^ ,wk) to (y,wi,-',Wj-uprjWj,Wj+ι, ,Wk). Then the
composite ~μ o π^5Γ : y p ? r —>• Y of πp5r and μ is a Galois covering by Corollary 2.1.
Moreover, if there exist an open neighborhood U of yo and a holomorphic function h
on [/ with hr = g\u f° r each point yo in YQ := ~μ~1(Yo), then π p ? r does not ramify on
% and hence B-β
θπgr = D, where Y0 = Y\ Sing(Di + -h D f c).
Proposition 3.1. Let D = 2D\. Assume that there exist holomorphic functions
a, β on Y and an odd integer r greater than 2 such that α(0) = β(0) = 0 and that
/1 = a2 — βr. Then μ o πgr : Yg,r —> Y is a Galois covering such that B-μθπg = D
and that Gal(y^ > r /y) ~ D2r, where g = a + w\.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a holomorphic function g0 on Y with g^—g for
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an integer s greater than 1. Then g0 = ho 4- w\hι for some holomorphic functions ho
and fti on Y. Since g
o
(O) = 0, we have ft
o
(O) = 0. Then gs0 = (hs0 + sC2hs0~2hlf1 +
•• )+^(-CΊΛS"1Λi+
β
C f3Λo"3Λ?/i + ) and (sC1hao-1h1+aC3hao-3hlf1 + ' )(0) -
0, because /i (0) = 0. Hence <7Q Φ 9 Therefore, Yg,r is irreducible, by Proposition 2.2.
Since gσϊ*g = βr and [σ?g}n[g} = /Γ^WπI/ i ] ) = Γ ^ H n ^ l ) C / ^ ( S i n g ^ i ) ) ,
7r^
r
 does not ramify on Y
o
. Hence -Bμoπg
 r
 = D. Let Λi = β/g. Then or[*g/gr~~1 =
/ιj. Hence there exists an automorphism σ± of y ^
r
 such that π9iΓ od\ = σfoπ^ j Γ and
that σΓr^)Γ = r~J:σ{. Moreover, σ^2 = id, because (cr[2)*g = σj* (e/?/<30 = #, where
e is an r-th root of the unit. Hence Gal(Y9ir/Y) ~ D2r. •
For example, f\ — z
λ
q
 — z%, OL = z\ and β = z2 satisfy the condition of the
above proposition. Then we easily see that Yg,r is non-singular, if q = 1. Hence if the
divisors defined by α — 0 and β = 0 cross normally at a point p in Y, then Yg^r is
non-singular at all points in ( j i ϊ o π ^ ) " 1 ^ ) .
Let α and β be homogenous polynomials of degree r and 2, respectively. Then
/i = α2 — βr is a homogenous polynomial of degree 2r. Let λ : Z —• F be the
blow up of Y at the origin and let E = \~ι{ϋ). Then [λ*/i] = A + 2r£, where SΓ
is the proper transformation of Dγ. Hence the projection Z := Y x
γ
 Z —• Z does
not ramify along E. Therefore, Y is a cone over the double covering of E ~ pn~1
ramifying along the divisor defined by /i = 0. Moreover, Y has singularities along the
inverse image of the intersection of the divisors defined by α — 0 and β — 0. Since
the vanishing order along E = λ (0) of the pull back λ g of g = α + w\ under the
projection λ : Z —• Y is equal to r, the projection y p ? r x ^ Z —• Z does not ramify
along £7. Hence y p ? r is also a cone over a covering space E of E whose covering
transformation group is isomorphic to D2r> If the divisors A and B of P
7 1
"
1
 defined
by α = 0 and /? = 0, respectively, cross normally each other and the divisor defined by
α
2
 - β
r
 = 0 has no singularities except those on the intersection of A and B, then £?
is non-singular and hence Yg^r has only an isolated singularity.
Proposition 3.2. Let D = 2Di + 2D 2 . Assume that there exist a holomorphic
function β on Y and an integer r greater than 1 with fi — f2 = βr Then ~β o π p ? r :
y^,r —• y w <z Galois covering such that B-μO7Γgr = Z) αrcd ί/iαί G a l ( y p , r / y ) ~ ί^4r,
where g = w\ + w2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a holomorphic function g0 on y with g^ — g
for an integer s greater than 1. Then go = hoo + wiftio + ^2^01 + wιw2hn for
some holomorphic functions ΛQO» ftio> ^01 a n ( i ^11 o n y a n d S'o = ^00 + wi^io +
^2^01 + wiw2hii for some holomoφhic functions /loo^  Λio> ^01 and ftn on y . Then
ftlo(O) = ftoi(0) — 0, because /IQO, ^1 = Λ and w2 — f2 vanish at 0. Hence
gs φ g. Therefore, Y'g,r is irreducible, by Proposition 2.2. Since g'σ^g = β
r
 and
[σ^*g] Π [g] = ~μ~1(Dι Π D2), πg,r does not ramify on Yo. Hence B-βO7Vgr = D.
Let hi = ρ2rβ/g and let ft2 = β/g. Then σ
r[*g/gr~1 = h\ (i = 1,2). Among the
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automorphisms σί of Yg,r satisfying πg,r o <τί = ~σl o π ^ r , we choose one so that
σ*7j = h{gr~ι (i = 1,2). Then we see by an easy calculation that σ\ = σj = id
and that σ^σ^σ^σ^ = τg,r. Therefore, Gaί(Ygir/Y) ~ D±r. Π
For example, f
λ
=z\ + z2 and /2 = z\ — z2 satisfy the condition of the above
proposition. Then we easily see that Yg,r is non-singular, if q = 1.
Proposition 3.3. Let D = 2D\ + 2D 2 . Assume that there exists a holomorphic
function β on Y with f\ — f2 = β2. Then ~μ o πg^ ' Yg,2 -^ Y is a Galois covering
such that B-μO7Γg 2 = ALD\-\-AD2 and that Gal(Yg^/Y) is isomorphic to the quaternion
group, where g = wιW2(wι + w2).
Proof. Since gσj*g = w\w\β2 and g~σTg — —wlw2β2, there exist automor-
phisms 5i of Ygβ satisfying π9i2 o5ι=Wlo πg2 and 5irgί2 = rg^25i (i = 1,2). If we
choose one among those automorphisms for each i = 1,2 so that σΓ*<7 = w\w2β/Ίj and
that σ^*g = yf^ϊw\W2β/]j, then (5i*)2g = —Ίj, crί*cr2*g = —\f-Ϋg and σ2*σΓ*^ =
y/^ΐg. Hence (j^2 = τ p ? 2 and σΓσJ = r ^ ^ ^ σ ί On the other hand, π p ? 2 does not
ramify along [w\ +^2] , because (w\ +w2)(wι —W2) = β2. While, 71^ 2 ramifies along
[w\] U [1V2]. Hence Y9j2 is irreducible and Bπ = 4Di + 4JD 2 . D
For example, /1 = 2:1 and $2 — z\ — z2 satisfy the condition of the above propo-
sition. Then the dual graph of the exceptional set of the minimal resolution of Yg,2 is
as follows:
We can show the following proposition, in the manner similar to the proof of the
above propositions.
Proposition 3.4. Let D = 2D\ + r2.D2> where r 2 is an odd integer greater than
2. Assume that there exist a holomorphic function a and an odd integer q > 0 with
/1 + / 2 = o?. Let g = a + w±. Then Yg,qr2 —* Y is a Galois covering such that
B~βoπg,qr2 = D and that Gal(Yg,qr2/Y) is generated by three elements σ\y σ2 and
T enjoying the relations σ\ — στ2 = τqr2 = e, σ\σ2 = τqσ2σ\, σ\τ = τ~1σ\,
= rσ 2 .
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For example, fι=zf — z\ and f2 = z2 satisfy the condition of the above proposi-
tion. When q = 1, (σ2Ts) is a normal subgroup of Ga\(Yg^2/Y) and Gaΐ[(Yg^2/Y)/
(σ2rs) ~ D2r2 f°Γ a n integer 5 with 2s = l(mod r2). Hence
Yg,r2/(σ2Ts) is a Galois covering of Y whose covering transformation group is iso-
morphic to D2r2
Next, we construct examples whose covering transformation groups are isomorphic
to the group HQir = (σ, r i , . . . ,τ g _i) generated by </ elements σ, r i , . . . and τ ς _i
enjoying the relations σq = r[ = e, TiTj — TjTi (1 < i,j < q — 1), στ\ = τ^_\σ,
CΓTi = ' r i _ i τ ^ l
1
1 σ (2 < 2 < <? — 1). Here we assume that g.c.d.(q,r) = 1. Then
[iίg,rj #ς,r] = ( τ i , . . . , τ
ς
_i) . Note that i/ 3 ) 2 is isomorphic to the alternating group of
degree 4.
Proposition 3.5. Let D = qD\. Assume that there exist holomorphic functions a
and β onY such that α(0) = β(0) = 0 and that f
λ
 = a
q
-β
r
. Let g = {g
u
 . . . , gq-i},
•q-l
where gi = a — pι~1W\ and let v — {r,..., r}. If Y
s
,
r
 is irreducible, then ~μ o π g ? Γ :
Y
s
,r -+Y is a Galois covering such that B-βOΊTsr = D and that Gal(Ys,r/Y) ~ Hq^r.
Proof. Since σΓ*^ = gi+1 (1 < % < q - 1) and gr-i99~r-i = (^1...pq_1J ' t h e r e
exist r 9 " 1 automoφhisms σi of ^g,
r
 such that π g ? r o σj = Wϊ o π g 5 Γ , that ^
( r!,r ) σi> a n d t h a t σ i r g,r = rg~r ( r | , r ) " σ i (2 < ^ < <? - 1), by Corollary 2.1.
Among those, we can choose one so that σ\*(ji = g^i (1 < i < q — 1) and that
σT*<7^ Γi = ~ ^ — . Then we see by an easy calculation that σ\q = id. Hence
9i 9q-i
(σi, τ g r , . . . , τ | r 1 ) — Hq,r- On the other hand, τrg?Γ ramifies only along [μ*α] ΓΊ [β*β]
( C μ" 1 (Sing(Di)) ), because (α - wχ){a - pqwλ) (α - p f ^ i ) = /?r. D
We see by the following example that if the divisors defined by a = 0 and β = 0
cross normally at a point of F , then F g ? r is irreducible.
EXAMPLE 3.1. We consider the case that n = 2, a = z\ and β = z2. When q =
3 and r = 2, there exists an embedded resolution Z —> Y of D\ whose exceptional set
is as (i) in the following picture. Then the projection Z XyY —> Z ramifies along thick
lines in (i). Hence the exceptional set of Z Xy Y is as (ii) and we obtain a resolution
Z of Y as (iii) contracting the exceptional curve of the first kind in Z Xy Y. Then
the projection Z XγY
s
,
r
 —* Z ramifies along thick lines in (iii), because the vanishing
order of g\, g2 along the thin (resp. thick) lines are equal to 2 (resp. greater than 0) and
that of gig2σ*g2 = z2 along the thick lines is equal to 4. Thus we obtain a resolution
of F g ? Γ as in (v) contracting the exceptional curves of the first kind in Z Xy Ys,r-
Here we note that the curve in (v) is rational, because 2 — 2^ = 2-4 — 3 | 4 = 2.
In general, Y
s
,
r
 is irreducible and isomorphic to the singularity obtained by contracting
a non-singular curve E of the genus 1 + g r ~ ^ r ~ 9 r g ~ 2 with the self intersection number
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(i)
(iii)
- 2
- 3
-1
- 2 - 2 - 2
- 2
(ϋ)
- 1
- 2 - 2 - 2
(iv)
- 8
- 3
- 1 - 1 -1 - 1 - 1 - 1
(v)
- 2
—r
q 2
. We can obtain the genus of E using Riemann-Hurwitz formula 2 — 2g =
2rq~1 — qι^rrq~1. For the calculation of the self-intersection number — E2 of E, see
the proof of Theorem 5.2 in §5. Let W be a small open neighborhood of 0 in C 2 and
let W —• y be the holomorphic map sending (xi,x2) to (xi,x 2) for positive integers
a and 6. Then the normalization W of W Xy Y
s
,
r
 is irreducible, because ~β o π^? r :
y ^
r
 —>• y does not ramify along [z\] and [z2]. Hence the projection π : W —>• VF to
VF is a Galois covering such that Gdl(W/W) ~ i7q 5 r and that JBπ = q{xaγ-xh{ = 0}.
Finally, we construct examples whose covering transformation groups are isomor-
phic to the symmetric group S4 of degree 4.
Proposition 3.6. Let D = 2Dχ. Assume that there exist holomorphic functions
α, β, 7 αnJ δonY such that α(0) = /?(0) = 0, ίAαί ί ψ 0, ίΛαί Λ = a2 - β3 and
that δ2 = 7 3 + 2a - 3βj. Let g = a - w\, let h = {hi, h2}, where hi = 7 + g + β/g
and h2 = Ί + Pzg + P%β/lj, and let s = {2,2}. Then hi, h 2 αr^ holomorphic functions
on Y9£ and if (Yg^)h,s is irreducible, then ~βoπg^oπ^s : (Yg,z)h.,s -^ Y is a Galois
covering such that B-βO7Γg3θ7ΓYιa = D and that Gal((y^ ) 3 ) h , s /y) — 5 4 .
— β
3
σ*g
β
^ is a holomorphic function on YQ 3 and9
Proof. Since σ\*g — (
_ 9 \g
Yg,s is a Galois covering of Y whose covering transformation group is generated by
two elements τg^ and d\ satisfying πg^oσ\ — σ\oπg2t and o\τg$ — τ2^σ\. Here we
may assume that σi*# = βfg. Then σi*^i = hi, τ*>3hi = h 2 and σ^*h2 = τ* j3h2 =
Λift2, because ΛiΛar^ha = 7
3
 + § ^ + (/?/5θ3 - 375^(^/50 = 7 3 + ( α - w
λ
) +
— 3/?7 = <52. Hence (y^,3)h,s is a Galois covering of Y. Moreover, we easily
see that Gal((y^ j3>)h,s/y) is isomorphic to the group (σ,r, λi,λ 2 ) generated by σ, r,
λi and λ2 enjoying the relations σ2 — τ 3 = λ2 = λ2 = e, σr = τ 2 σ, σλi = λiλ 2 σ,
σλ2 = λ2σ, rλ i = λ 2 r, τλ 2 = λ i λ 2 r and λχλ2 = λ 2 λi. On the other hand, πg^
ramifies only along [/J*α] Π [μ*β] ( C μ~1(Sing(Di)) ), and π h , s ramifies only along
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{π*?3/i*7 = g = β/g}U{π*gi3μ*-y = p3g =
is contained in [ T Γ ^ / T / I ] Π [π*j3][Z*(α - 73)] ΓΊ [5].
= p\g = psβ/g} which
•
EXAMPLE 3.2. When n = 2, α = z2, /? = 22, 7 = 0 and δ = \f2zλ satisfy the
relation δ2 = 7 3 + 2a — 3/37. There exists an embedded resolution Z —• F of Ό\
whose exceptional set is as (i) in the following picture. Then Z x
γ
Y -^ Z ramifies
along thick lines. Hence there exists a resolution Z of Y whose exceptional set is as
(ii). Then Z Xy Y
 g,3 —• Z ramifies along thick lines in (ii). Hence contracting the
exceptional curves of the first kind in (blowing up of Z at two points) x^r Yg,3 (iϋ),
we obtain a resolution Z of Yg^ as (iv). Then Z Xy 3 (Yg^)h s —> Z ramifies along
thick lines in (iv). Thus we obtain a resolution of (Yg,3)ha as (vi) contracting the
exceptional curves of the first kind in Z Xy
 3 (Yg^)h s (v).
(i)
- 4
- 1
- 2
=2. -2
- 2 ¥•
, - 1 , - 1
_1
- 6
- 1
(iv)
- 2 -2 - 2 (v) - 1 - 1 - 1
- 2
(vi)
- 2
- 1 - 1 - 1
Let W be a small open neighborhood of 0 in C 2 and let W —• F be the holomorphic
map sending (x 1,2:2) to (^1,^2) f°Γ positive integers α and b. Then the normalization
W of W Xy (Yg^)h,s is irreducible. Hence the projection π : W -± W to W is a
Galois covering such that Gal(W/W) ^ S4 and that 5 π = 2{x\α - xf = 0}.
EXAMPLE 3.3. When n = 4,α = 2 5 (2z | - 9z1z2z3 + 2 7 z 2 ^ + 27z| - 72z 2 4) ,
/? = 2 4 (z | - 3ziz3 + 124), 7 = 3z2 - 8z2 and 5 = 3y/3(zf - 4zi^2 + Sz3) satisfy the
relation J 2 = 7 s + 2α — 3/?7 for any positive integer α. Let X be the sub variety of C 5
defined by ^ 1X2^3^4 — χ% — 0 a n d let y? : X —• C 8 be the holomorphic map sending
(χi,X2,^3,^4,^δ) tθ (zι,Z2,Z3,Z4,Wi,Vi,Ui,U2), where Z\ =
= 2 5 3 V
/ Z 3 Xl{l)Xl{2)Xσ{3) Xl σ{2)
2 3 4 ,
) , ^1 =Z4 = χδ9 W l
4 ((xix 2 + ^3^4) H- ^3(^1^3 H- ^2^4) +
and ι^ 2 = Λ/3(#I — ^ 2 — ^ 3 + ^ 4). Then y? is one-to-one on a Zariski open set of X and
its image is the closure of the subvariety of C 8 \ {v\ = 0} defined by w\ — (α 2 — β3) =
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υf - (a + w
x
) = u? - (7 + vi + £) = u| - (7 + p3vx + -£^) = 0 for the above a,
β, 7 and δ. Hence ( F p ? 3 ) h , s is irreducible and isomorphic to X.
Proposition 3.7. Let D = 2Ό\. Assume that there exist holomorphic functions a
and β onY such that α(0) = β(0) = 0 and that f1=a2- β3. Let g = a + wι, let
h = {hi, h2}, where hi = wι(g-β/g) and hi = wι(ρ3g-ρlβ/g), andlet s = {2, 2}.
Then hi, hi are holomorphic functions on Yg,3 and ~β o πg^ o τrh,s (^,3)h,s —> Y is
a Galois covering such that B-μO7Γg3θ7τh8 = ADi and that Gal((Yg^)h,s/Y) — S±.
Proof. We see in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 3.6 that hi and
hi are holomorphic functions on Y9i3 and Yg,3 is a Galois covering of Y whose
covering transformation group is generated by two elements τ 9 ? 3 and σ\ satisfying
7rg^3 o <7i = <5T
O7I
"0,3> o~\Tg^3 = τq 3CΓ1 and OΊ g = β/g. Then OΊ hi = hi, T*3/11 = hi
( 2T^ht) hχhi, because /ii/ι2τ*3/ι2 = w3 (^ f3 — (β/g)3) =
w
3
 ((α-\-wι) — (α — wι)) — 2wf. Hence (F^,3)h,s is a Galois covering of Y, if
it is irreducible. Moreover, we see in the same way as in the proof of Proposition
3.6 that the covering transformation group is isomorphic to S4 and π ^ 3 ramifies only
along [μ*α] Π [β*β] ( C μ~1(Sing(JDi)) ). On the other hand, τrh,s ramifies only
along (μoTΓp^)"1 (Dι), because /ii/ι2τ*3/ι2 = 2wf. Let D' be an irreducible com-
ponent of Όι. Then the number m of the irreducible components Ci, . . . and C
m
 of
(μ ° ^g^)~X {D') is equal to 1 or 3. If m = 1, then the vanishing order of hi along Ci
is equal to | . Let Q be the vanishing order of hi along Q . Then the vanishing order
of 2wf = hιh2Tg3hi along C; is equal to 4 = ci -f c2 + c3, because r^^CΊ = C 2,
τg^Ci = C3 or rg^Cι = C 3 , τg^C3 = Ci. Hence two of ci, c2 and c 3 are equal
to 1. Therefore, 7Γh,
s
 ramifies along CΊ + C 2 + C 3 with the ramification index 2 and
(^,3)h,s is irreducible. Π
EXAMPLE 3.4. When n = 2, α = zι and β — zi, we see as in Example 3.2
that (1^,3)h,s is isomorphic to the singularity obtained by contracting a non-singular
rational curve with the self-intersection number —4.
- 1
(iv)
- 3
-1 -1
- 1
—2
(v)
- 3 - 3
(iii)
- 1
(vi)
- 3 - 3
- 3
- 1 - 4
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Let W be a small open neighborhood of 0 in C 2 and let W —>• Y be the holomorphic
map sending (xi,x2) to (^1,^2) f°Γ positive integers a and 6. Then the normalization
W of W Xy (Yg,3)h,s is irreducible. Hence the projection π : W —• VF to W is a
Galois covering such that Gal(ϊ^/W) ~ 5 4 and that Bπ = 4{x2α - xf = 0}.
4. Galois coverings whose covering transformation groups are isomorphic to
D2s9 Q, A4 or 5 4
Let π : X -> F be a Galois covering of a normal Stein analytic space Y.
Theorem 4.1. Lei r Z?e an odd integer greater than 1. Tjf Gal(X/Y) ~ £>2r
then there exist holomorphic functions a and β on Y such that X ~ (Yf,2)9,r> where
f = a2 — βr and g = a + f. Moreover, if Y is non-singular and if B
π
 is irreducible,
then there exists a holomorphic function 7 on Y such that f = 7 2/i, where f\ is a
defining equation of (B
π
)
red.
Proof. Gal(X/y) is generated by two elements σ and τ enjoying the relations
σ
2
 = τ
r
 = e and σr = τ~λσ. Then there exists a holomorphic function ^ o n l such
that τ*gι = p
r
gi and that X ~ (X/(τ))~r by Proposition 2.1. Let g2 = σ*g{. Then
σ*92 = 9i and τ*g2 = τ*σ*gί = ^ ( r " ^ * ^ . = P^& Hence α =Jϊ(<hr + <?2r) and
/? = ^1^2 are Gal(X/F)-invariant. Let / - \{g
x
r
 - g2
r). Then f2 = a2- βr and
/ ^ 0. Otherwise, ^ 1 / ^ is a non-zero constant. However, it contradicts the fact that
τ*(9i/g2) = p2r(9i/92). Since r*/ = / a n d σ*/ = - / , X/(τ) ~ Yj,χ
If y is non-singular and if {B^)
red is an irreducible divisor defined by f\ = 0,
then X/(τ) is isomoφhic to the hypersurface o f C x F defined by w2 — fι = 0. Hence
η — f/wχ is a (Gal(X/y)/(τ))-invariant holomoφhic function on X/(τ). Π
Since gTf2g = (a + /)(α - /) = β r , π^>r ramifies only along [τr£2α] Π [/] =
[πj 2α] Π [τrj2^]. Let D be an irreducible divisor on Y contained in [a] Π [β], let α
and b be the vanishing order along D of α and β, respectively. When 2a < br, the
vanishing order of / along D is equal to 2a. Hence then 717,2 does not ramify along D.
Moreover, the vanishing orders along πjl(D) of g and τ^2g are not smaller than a and
at least one of them is equal to a. Hence τrp?r ramifies along πj\(D) with the index
c d(a r)' Wh e n 2α > br, Έ^2 ramifies along D with the index c Λ2 br) a n c * πs> r
does not ramify along πJ^D). In the case of the example Yg,r2/(σ2T~s) following
Proposition 3.4 , a = z\z2
 2
 and β = z2 satisfy the condition of the above theorem
and [Yg,r2/(σ2Ts) —• y] ramifies along the divisors defined by z\ — z2 = 0 and z2 = 0
with the indices 2 and r, respectively.
In the manner similar to the proof of the above theorem, we can show the follow-
ing.
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Theorem 4.2. IfGal(X/Y) ~ D±
r
, then there exist holomorphic functions /i, / 2
and β onY such that /1-/2 = βr and that X ~ (^{/1,/2},{2,2})5,r, where g = /1+/2.
( \ * ~ ~
r{/i,/2},{2,2}J 9 = (/1 + /2X/1 - Λ) = Λ - Λ = /?r, τr^ ,r ramifies
only along [/1] Π [/2]. Let Z) be an irreducible divisor on Y contained in [/1] Π [/2],
let a\ and α2 be the vanishing orders along D of f\ and / 2 , respectively. If a\ < α2,
then αi is a multiple of r, because /1 — / 2 = β
r
. Assume that a\ < α 2. If at
least one of a\ and α2 is odd, then ττ{/1,/2},{2,2} ramifies along D and π g ? r ramifies
along π7J , , r2 2 \ ( ^ ) w i t n m e index cd\ai r\- While, if a\ and α2 are both even,
then τr{/1,/2},{2,2} does not ramify along D and πg,r ramifies along π7} * •> r2 2ΛD)
with the index
 c d / /2 r) F° r example, if V = C 2 , if /1 = ^i^l and if / 2 =
(zi - Z2~2)z2, then π ramifies along the divisors defined by z\ — 0, z\ — zr2~2 = 0
and z2 = 0 with the indices 2, 2 and r, respectively.
Theorem 4.3. If Gsl(X/Y) ~ <3, ί/i^ « iA r^e exist holomorphic functions /1, / 2
β on Y such that β2 = / i / 2 ( / 2 - Λ) am/ ίAaί X ~ (^{/l5/2},{2,2}) 2>
Proof. Gal(X/y) is generated by two elements σ and r enjoying the relations
cr
4
 = e, τ
2
 = σ
2
 and σr = τσ 3 . There exists a holomorphic function h\ such that
σ*/ii = y/^ϊhι. Let /ι2 = r*Ai. Then σ*/ι2 = —y/^ϊh,2, τ*h2 = —hi. Hence
β = \h\h2(h\ — h2) is a Gal(X/Y)-invariant holomoφhic function on X. Let ^  =
^75(^1 H- Λ2). Then ( σ 2 ) * ^ - - # . Hence X ~ (X/(σ2))~2 r Let /1 = hxh2 and
let / 2 = \{h\ + Λl). Then σ*Λ - £ , τ*Λ - - / l 5 σ*/2 = - / 2 and r*/ 2 - / 2 .
Hence (X/(σ2)) - F { ~ 2 ^ 2 { 2 2 } . On the other hand, g2 = fλ + f2 and /32 -
^ 0 ^2 ^ ^ 2 1
h h (Λ - /1 )• D
Since ^ {τ\h h } { 2 > 2 } ) g = f2 - fr = { ^ ) , ^ ,2 ramifies only along [£] Π
[/2]. Let JD be an irreducible divisor on F contained in [/1] Π [/2], let αi and α2 be
the vanishing orders along D of /1 and / 2 , respectively. If αi < α2, then α 2 is even,
because / i/ 2 (/ i —/2) = β 2 . Assume that αi < α 2. If αi is odd, then ττ{/1,/2},{2,2} a n c i
TΓ^^ ramifies along D and τr7i * -, r2 2\(^)» respectively, i.e., ττ{/1,/2},{2,2} O7Γp,2 ram-
ifies along D with the index 4. While, if αi is even, then 7Γ{/1}/2},{2,2} does not ramify
along D and τrp?2 does not ramify or ramifies along π7} * , r2 2Λ(D), accordingly as
a\ is a multiple of 4 or not. For example, if Y = C 3 , if /1 = z\z2{z\ — £ 2 )z 2 and if
/ 2 = zιz2(zι — z<ι)z\, then τr{/1,/2},{2,2} ° πg,2 ramifies along the divisors defined by
z\ = 0, z2 = 0, z\ — z2 — 0 and z3 = 0 with the indices 4, 4, 4 and 2, respectively.
Theorem 4.4. If Gal(X/y) ~ A4, then there exist holomorphic functions /1,
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f2, α, β and 7 on Y such that β2 = a3 + /1 +^f2 - 3α7, ί/zαί 7 s = f1f2 and that
x
 - (Yfi^{9l,92},{2,2y w h e r e 9i=<x + fi+ 7//1 and g2 = α + p 3 / i + P 37//i
Proof. Gal(X/y) is generated by three elements r, λi and λ2 enjoying the re-
lations τ 3 = λ2 = λ2 = e, rλ i = λ 2 r , τλ 2 = λ i λ 2 τ and λ iλ 2 — λ 2 λi . Let
gi = gQ + \*gΌ — \{go — λ*λ2<fa for a suitable holomorphic function go on X. Then
£ ^ 0, \\gi = -gi and \\g
λ
 = g±. Let ^  = τ*(/i and let (f3 = τ*g2. Then
92, K92 = -<72 and λ ^ = λ ^ 3 = - ^ 3 . Hence X ~ ( X / ( λ i , λ 2 ) ) { ^ 2 ^ 2 } { 2 2 } and
a = \(gι2+g22+9z2), β = 919293. are Gal(X/^-invariant Let /i = | ( ^ i 2 + p | ^ 2 2 +
p3^3
2) and / 2 = | ( ^ i 2 H- p 3 ^ 2 + Psds2)- Then r*/i = P3/1 and τ*f2 = p§/ 2 . Hence
7 = /i/2> Λ = /1 and S2 — I2 are Gal[X/F)-invariant and
On the other hand, /?2 = g2g2
2g2 = {a+fi+h^a+pzh+pif
a
3
 + / i + / 2 - 3α7. Π
For example, if Y — C 2 , then /1 = —z\(z\ — z\), f2 = —zι(z% — zι)2, a — z 2,
β = z2(2zi — z | ) and 7 = zι(z% - z\) satisfy the relations β2 = a3 + /1 + f2 — 3c*7
and 7 3 = / i / 2 . In this case, X is isomorphic to the singularity obtained by contracting
a non-singular rational curve with the self-intersection number —6.
Theorem 4.5. If Gal(X/Y) ~ S4, then there exist holomorphic functions α, β,
7 and δ on Y such that δ2 = 7 s + 2a - 3βη and that X ~ ((^7,2)^,3)/^
 h2\ s2 2y
where f = a2 - β3, g = a + f, h
λ
 = 7 + g + β/g and h2 = 7 + ρ3g + ρ\β/g.
Proof. Gal(X/y) is generated by four elements σ, r, λi and λ2 enjoying the
relations σ 2 = τ 3 = \\ = λ | = e, σr = τ - 1 σ , σλi = λiλ 2 σ, σλ 2 = λ 2σ, r λ i =
λ 2 r , r λ 2 = λ i λ 2 τ and λ iλ 2 = λ 2 λi . Let hi = ho + σ*/ι0 + λ2/ι0 + σ*λ2/io —
λ^/io — λ ^ σ * ^ — λiλ2/io — λ^σ*λ2/io for a suitable holomorphic function ho on X.
Then /ii ^ 0, \\hι = j-Λi ajid σ * / i i ^ λ2/ii =^Jii. Let^ /12 = τ ^ i and let /ι3 =
τ*/ι2. Then λ*/ι2 = /ι2, λ2^2 = — h2 and λJ/13 = λ2/i3 = —/13. Hence X ~
( X / ( λ i , λ 2 » { - 2 ~2 } { 2 2 } Moreover, since σ*/ι2 = σ*r*/ii = (τ 2)*σ*/ii = h 3
and σ*/ι3 = /ι2, we see that 7 = |(/ii + h2 + /13 ) and 5 = hιh2h3 are Gal(X/F)-
invariant. Let gi = ^(hι + p3h2 + p3h3 ) and g2 — ^(hι + ρ3h2 + ρ3h3 ).
Then \\g
ά
 = ^
:
 (1 < i, j < 2), σ*^i = ^ , r*^i = p 3^i and τ*g2 = p § ^ . Hence
α = ^(<τί3 + ^ 3 ) and β = gιg2 are Gal(X/F)-invariant. Suppose that g[ = 0. Then
_ -2 -—-2 -—-2
^ 2 Ξ 0 and hence hi —h2 —h3. It contradicts the fact that \\{hι/h2) = -hι/h2.
Therefore, X/(λi,λ 2 ) ^ ( X / ( r , λ 1 , λ 2 ) ) ^ 3 Let / = \{g^ - g23). Then / i s
(r, λi, λ2)-invariant and σ*f = —/. Hence X/(τ, λi, λ 2) c± Yr2 . On the other hand,
δ
2
 = hi h2 hs = (7 + gi + ^ ) ( 7 + p 3 ^ + p | ^ ) ( 7 + P3^i + ^3^2) = 7 3 + ^ i 3 +
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§23 - ZΊ9192 = 7 3 + 2α - 3/?7, f2 = a2 - β3 and g^ = a + /. Π
In the case of Example 3.4, a = (z2 — zf)2, β — —(z2 — z\)z<ι, 7 = 0 and
S = Λ/2(^ 2 — zψ) satisfy the condition of the above theorem.
5. Two dimensional Galois covering singularities
First, we show the following:
Theorem 5.1. Let p, q, r be positive integers with g.c.d.(p,q) = g.c.d.(q,r) =
g.c.d.{r,p) — 1 and let Ό\ be the divisor defined by z\ — z\ = 0 on a simply connected
open neighborhood Y of 0 in C 2 . If π : X —> Y is a Galois covering of Y with
B
π
 = rD\, then Gzλ(X/Y) is cyclic or unsolvable.
Proof. Let Ϋ, Y, X, G and C be as in Section 1. Then ~X/C ~ Y ~ Ϋ, because
JBTΓ is irreducible. Hence if Gal(X/y) is an Abelian group, then it is cyclic. Suppose
that Gal(-Xyy) is solvable and not cyclic. Then C is a non trivial solvable group.
Hence by Proposition 2.1, there exist holomorphic functions #i, . . ., gj onY and pos-
itive integers n , . . ., Vj such that C/[C, C] ~ Z
Γ l Θ θ Z Γ j , that F g , r ~ ~X/[C, C]
and that π g ? r : y g , r ^^ y does not ramify o n 7 \ μ~
1(0), where g = {pi,... ,gj}
and r = {ri, . . . , Γj}. On the other hand, since Y is isomorphic to the hypersurface of
y x C defined by wr — [z\ — z | ) — 0, we can describe a resolution of Y in the fol-
lowing way ( see §6 of [3] and 1.6 of [2]). There exist integral vectors s0 = (1,0,0),
si, •*•> Sk, to = (0,1,0), ti, •••, tu UQ = (0,0,1), uu , u
m
, v = (qr,rp,pq) and
negative integers αi, , α^, b\, , 6/, ci, , c
m
, c? such that s^_i -f α^Si + s^+i = 0
(1 < i < fe), that ti-ι H- &»*» + ί
ί + i = 0 (1 < i < /), that m-i + c ^ H- u i + i = 0
(1 < z < m) and that s^ +1\ + u
m
 + dv = 0, where s^+i = ί/+i = iXm+i = ^. Then
there exists a resolution v : Z —> y of Y such that the exceptional set z/~1(μ~1(0)) =
^ + Σ i = i ^ i + Σ i = i ^ + Σ H i Ci consists of rational curves, where A2 — α ,^ B2 = 6^ ,
C 2 = Q , D 2 - d and AiAi+1 =^BiBi+ι = CiCi+1 = AkD = J5/J9 - C m D - 1.
Since π g j Γ does not ramify o n 7 \ μ~
1(0), we can express [v*gi] — D' + r\D",
where £) ; = d'D + ^ ? = i α<Λ + Σ l = i & i 5 i + Σ H i c ίCi f o r s o m e positive integers
α{, 6{, c ,^ d'. Then A i D / ( = a'^ + α,< + αj + 1 ) = BiD\= b1^ + 6,6^  4- &J+1) Ξ
C iZ?
/(= c^_! + CfcJ + cj+ 1) = DD'{= o!k + 6{ + cfm + dd;) = 0(mod n ) , where
α
o — o^ —
 c
ό — 0 and a!k+1 = b'ι+1 — c'm+1 = d!. Let ( , ) be the ordinary inner
product of R 2 , i.e., ((s,ί), (u,υ)) = su + tυ and let x be the element in Q 3 defined
by (x,υ) = d7, (x,s fc) = α7fc and (x,tι) = b[. Then (x,um) = ^ ( m o d n), because
0 = (x, 8fc + U + iXm + dv) = α^ . + &J + (x, Um) + dd'. In the same way, we have
(x,Si) = α , (ar,ίi> = 6 and (x,tx<) = c (mod n ) . Since (x,50) = (x,ίo> = (^,^o) =
0(mod r i) , we see that x e n Z 3 . Hence a^ = b[ = d{ = d! = 0(mod r i ) . Therefore,
the projection Z XγY9l,ri —* ^  does not ramify. However, Z is simply connected, a
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contradiction. D
We make preparations for later convenience. Let TV be a free Z-module of rank 2
and let 7VR = i V 0 z R ^ R
2
. For a rational cone σ in TVR, we denote by X(N, σ),
the torus embedding T/vemb({faces of σ}) corresponding to the fan consisting of the
faces of σ. Let u and v be primitive elements in N, let • be the convex hull of
((R>o^ + R>o^) \ {0}) Π TV and let v0 = u, vι, . . ., Vk = v be in this order the points
of N on the compact faces of D. Then there exist integers a{ smaller than — 1 satisfying
Vi-i+diVi+Vi+i = 0 for i = 1,. . . , k—1. We denote by LB{N, u, v) and CF(N, u, v),
the ordered sets {vo,v\,... ,Vk} and {αi,α2, .. ,αfc_i}, respectively. There exists a
resolution of X(N, R>o^ + R>o^) such that the exceptional set is a chain of rational
curves with the self-intersection numbers αi, α2, . . ., ak-i (see Proposition 1.19 of [2]).
Moreover, we note that if TV = Z 2 , υ0 = u = (1,0), Vk-i — (s, t) and Vk — v = (q,p),
then
Ό
and
Ό
(see p25 of [2]). On the other hand, τri(X(Z 2,σ) \ orb(σ)) ~ Z p , where σ =
R>o(l,0) + R>o (see Proposition 1.9 of [2]).
Lemma 5.1. Assume that p is a multiple of a positive integer r and let N =
Z(l, 0) θ Z(0, r). Tfeπ X := X(JV, σ) - X(Z2, R> 0 (l , 0) + R>o(g,p/r)) is a cyclic
covering of X(Z2,σ) with the index r ramifying only at orb(σ). Conversely, such a
covering does not exist except those isomorphic to X.
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Proof. The linear map sending (1,0) and (0,1) to (1,0) and (0,r), respectively,
induces an isomorphism of fans from (Z 2 , {faces of R>o(l, 0) + Έi>o(q,p/r)}) to (TV,
{faces of σ}). Hence X(TV,σ) ~ X ( Z 2 , R > 0 ( l , 0 ) + R>0(<7,p/r)). The inclusion i :
TV -^+ Z 2 gives rise to a covering map z* : X(TV,σ) -• X(Z 2 ,σ) with Gal(X(TV,σ)/
X(Z 2 ,σ)) ~ Z2/TV ~ Z
r
 (see Theorem 1.13 and Proposition 1.25 in [2]). This map
z* does not ramify along TZ2, or6(R> 0(l,0)) and orb(R>0(q,p)), because (1,0) and
(q,p) are points in TV. Hence i* ramifies only along orb(σ), because X(Z 2 ,σ) =
ΓZ2 U or6(R>o(l,0)) U orb(R>o(q,p)) U orb(σ). Next, assume that p = r. Then X
is a cyclic covering of X(Z 2 , σ) with the index p and X \ orb(σ) is simply connected.
Hence any Galois covering X of X(Z 2 , σ) ramifying only along orb(σ), is isomorphic
to the quotient of X by a subgroup of Gal(X/X(Z 2 ,σ)) ~ Zp, which is isomorphic
to X(Z( l ,0)ΘZ(0,s) ,σ) , where s = |Gal(X/X(Z 2 ,σ)) | . •
Let π : X —> y be a Galois covering of a simply connected open neighborhood y
of 0 in C n such that Gal(X/y) is isomorphic to the dihedral group D<ι
r
 of order 2r.
Then there exists at least one irreducible component Bι of B
π
 = τ\B\ 4- 4- τ\B\
along which the ramification index τι of π is equal to 2, by Proposition 1.1. Hence if
B
π
 is irreducible, then τ\ — 2.
Theorem 5.2. Le/ /} = 2Dχ, where Ό\ is the divisor on a simply connected
open neighborhood Y of 0 in C 2 defined by z\ — z\ — 0 /or an integer p > 0 a«J
/or an oί/J integer q > 0 w/ίΛ g.c.d.(p,q) = 1. 77z^ n ί/z^ r^  j^cwίί a Galois covering
π : X -» y 5MCΛ ί/zaί B
π
 = D and that Gsl(X/Y) ^ Γ>2r, «/««^ on/j i/p ίj ^v^n
<z«d r /s β divisor of q. Moreover, then there exists a resolution of X, the dual graph
of whose exceptional set is as follows:
Here,
§-(«-[?]!)' [qJ
2r f ifq =
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0 ifp = 2
REMARK 5.1. The value of d in the above theorem may be equal to 1. For
example, if p = 2 and q = r, or if p = 2, q — 15 and r = 3, then d — 1. Hence the
resolution in the above theorem may not be minimal. Especially, if p = 2 and q = r,
then X is non-singular. Also in the following two theorems, the resolutions may not
be minimal.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. If the condition in the theorem is satisfied, then a = z\'2
and β = 2^ satisfy the condition of Proposition 3.1.
Suppose that p is odd. Then g.c.d.(p,q) = g.c.d.(q,2) = g.c.d.(21p) = 1. Hence
no Galois coverings satisfying the condition of the theorem exist, by Theorem 5.1. Let
(l,0),ta,p)) = {υ
o
,υ
u
...,υk}, C F ( Z 2 , (1,0), (</,p)) = {αi ,α 2 , . . . ,α f c _i} ,
(g,p),(0,l)) = {υk,υk+u...,υι+1}9 CF{Z2, (q,p), (0,1)) = {α f c + i,α f c + 2 ,
. . . ,α/}. Here we recall that ^ 0 = (1,0), υk = (q,p), wj+i = (0,1) and that α* are
integers smaller than —1 and satisfy Vi-ι + α ^ + Vi+ι = 0 for 1 < i < l,i φ k.
Since {vk-ι,Vk} and {vk,Vk+i} are bases of Z 2 , there exists an integer α^ satisfying
Vk-i + cbkVk + Vk+ι = 0. Hence by Proposition 1.1. 10 of [2] and [1], we obtain an
embedded resolution λ : Z —• Y of Ό\ such that the exceptional set E = Σ\
=1 Ei is
a chain of non-singular rational curves withjhe self-intersection numbers Ef = aι for
1 < 2 < / and that D\ Ek = 1, where Di is the proper transformation of Ό\ and
E{Ei+\ = 1 for 1 < i < I — 1. Since at least one of αi, α2, . . . and a\ is equal to
— 1, we see that α& = —1. On the other hand, the vanishing order Q of λ*(z^ — z |)
along Ei is equal to (vi, (0, g)) or (vi, (p, 0)), accordingly as i < k or i > k. Let Y" be
the hypersurface of Y x C defined by u>f — (z\ — z\) — 0, let Z be the normalization
of Ϋ x y Z, let λ : Z -> ? , i/ : Z -^ Z be the projections and let E = u~λ{E).
Since c^  are even for all i > k, we see that v does not ramify along Ei for all i > k.
Hence for each z > k + 1, the inverse image iy~1(Ei) of Ei consists of two irreducible
components, which we denote by Fi and F[. Then σ\Fi = F( and we may assume
that FiFi+ι - FIF(+1 = 1 and that F ^ + 1 = F/F i + i = 0 for k +1 < i < I - 1 , where
σi is the automorphism of Z induced by the automorphism of Ϋ sending (zi, z*ι,w\)
to (zi, ^2, —wι). On the other hand, for each i < k — 1, we see that at least one of Q
and Ci+i is odd. Otherwise {^,^+1} is not a basis of Z 2 , because q is odd and Vi =
(*, Ci/q) for 1 < i < k. Hence v ramifies along at least one of Ei and Ei+ι. Therefore,
Fi = v~ι(Ei) is irreducible for each i < k. Clearly σ\Fi — Fi. Now assume that there
exists a Galois covering π : X —> V such that B
n
 = D and that Gal(X/F) = D 2 r
Then there exist holomorphic functions g and / ι o n 7 such that X is isomorphic to Yg>r
and that (σ{g)g = hr, by Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. Since πg,r : Yg,r —> Y
does not ramify on Ϋ \ {0}, C := [λ*<?] = ^ t i *^< + Σ L f c + i M +>d i ϊ l )(mod r)
for some integers d^  and 0?^ . Note that since D is irreducible, r is odd, by Proposition
1.1 and that σ\C+C = [\*(gσϊg)] = ΣΪ=i 2 ^ F , + ^ U + i ( ^ + < ) ( ^ + ^ ) ( m o d r).
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Hence we see that di = O(mod r) for i < k. Let s = g.c.d.(dfc+i, ,dι,r). Then
d[ = 0(mod s) for k + 1 < i < I, because di 4- ό!{ = 0(mod r). Hence the cyclic
covering Z x~ ^ , r / ( ^
r
) —• Z with the index s does not ramify. However, E is
simply connected. Hence s = 1. On the other hand, since CFi = 0(mod r) and
Ff = Ef, we have G^_I 4- α^i 4- d*+i = 0(mod r) for k + 1 < i < I, where dι+ι — 0.
Since ((df, 0), ^ z+i) = 0 and ((dj,0),vι) = dj, we see that ( ( ^ , 0 ) , ^ ) = c?i(mod r)
for k < i < I — 1. Hence g.c.d.(dι,r) = 1. Therefore, ς = 0(mod r), because
ςfdi = dk = 0(mod r).
Let Vk-ι = (s,t) and let Vk+i = (u,υ). Then sp - tq = qv — pu = 1, s + ^  =
q and ί + v = p, because ^ - i — Vk + f^c+i = 0. Let LB(N, (1,0), (</,£>)) =
K = (l,0),i;i,. . .,< = (s ' , t ' )X+i = ((Z,P)} and let CF(JV,(l,0),(g,p)) =
{&i,62,.-.,6n}. where A^  = Z(l,0) Θ Z(0,2). Then [[b
u
b2^ - M\ = £ / J L I £ N
2 V 9 I P J 2 J
by Lemma 5.1, and s'p - t'q = 2. Hence ^ ^ = ^ψ- and 2vfc_i = ^ ^ ^ + υ'n.
Here we note that ^ ^ G Z, because {vk1 vfn} is a basis of TV and 2vfc_i G N. More-
over, ^ ^ > 0. Otherwise, v'
n
 = 2vk-i + (—^^-)vk is contained in the interior of
the convex hull of ((R> 0 ( l ,0) + R>o(q,p)) \ {0}) (Ί TV, because 2vk-i,Vk G iV.
Also note that ί' = 0 (, i.e., n = 0) if and only if p = 2. While, if ί ; > 1,
then £ - [[6
n
,... ,δi]]. Let
 Wj = jvk + < for j = 0 , . . . , ^ . Then vk +
i = 2WJ for j = 1,. . . , ^ ^ 1. Let Σ =
V,
= w2t-t
f
 and ^j-i 4-
V V
{faces of R > o ^ + R>ov<+i|0 < i < k - 1}, let Λ = {faces of R > o ^
% < n}, and let θ = {faces of R > o ^ 4- R > o ^ + 1 , faces of H>0Wj +
i < n — 1,0 < j < ^ ^ } , where tt Σt-^
 γ
 = Vk Then some neighborhood U of
EΊ 4- E2 H h Efc-i is isomorphic to an open set of TZ2emb(Σ), the point Ek-\Ek
corresponds to orb(H>oVk-i + R>o^/e) by this isomorphism and v~1(U) is isomor-
phic to an open set of T/vemb(Σ), by Lemma 5.1. Since 2i^_i = w2t-t>, θ as
.
p
well as Σ contains R>0^fc-i 4- R>o^jt Hence the restriction of the birational map
T/vemb(θ) —» Tjvemb(Σ) to the neighborhood Γjvemb({faces of R >
o
^ - i + R > o ^ } )
of orb(R>oVk-i + R>o^fc) is biholomorphic. While, we have a holomorphic map
Γjvemb(θ) —> Tivemb(Λ), because θ is a subdivision of Λ. Hence replacing z/~1(LΓ)
by an open set of Tjvemb(Λ), we obtain a resolution of Y the dual graph of whose
exceptional set is as follows.
-d'
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Since the map T^emb(Θ) —> T/vemb(Λ) is the composite of 2t~t times blow up
at or6(R>o<+R>o<+i) , we have d! = 2 - 2 ^ . Let L£(Z(r,0)θZ(0,1), (q,p), (0,
1)) = {(g,p), « v7), , (0,1)} and let CF(Z(r, 0) ΘZ(0,1), (g,p), (0,1)) = {ci, c2,
SL i
. . . , c
m
}. Then [[ci,c2,. . ,cm]] = £ _ / _ V ^ and r(u,τ;) = I ί y ί L (g,p) + {u',v'\
because gi;' — pu' = r and qv — pu = 1. Hence we obtain a resolution of X the dual
graph of whose exceptional set is as in the proposition and
2t-t\ rv-v' 2t-t' 2rv 2v'
p p p p p
r\ t' u' 2r2 / x tr
 n
 (v! \ t  
= 2r - -(t + v)r + — + 2 — + — = r- + 2— + — .
p p \q pqj p q pq
Here we note that u1 — 0 if and only if q = r and that if u' > 1, then ^ =
Next, we consider the case that Gal(X/F) ~ A±. Let D = riDi, where τ\ is an
integer greater than 1 and Dγ is a divisor on a simply connected open neighborhood Y
of 0 in C 2 defined by z\ — z\ = 0 for positive integers p and q with g.c.d.(p, q) = 1.
Here we may assume that q is not a multiple of 3. If r\ = 3, if p and q are multiples of
3 and 2, respectively, then there exists a Galois covering π : X —> F such that B
π
 = D
and that Gal(X/F) ~ A*, as we see in Example 3.1. Conversely, let π : X —> F be
such a Galois covering. Then X/[G, G] is isomorphic to the hypersurface F of 7 x C
defined by w\ - {z{ - z\) = 0, where G = Gsl(X/Y), and n = 3, because |#| = 3 for
any element g in G\[G,G]. Hence there exist holomorphic functions gι, g2 and mero-
moφhic functions hi, h2 on Y such that Y{gi,g2},{2,2} — -^ » m a t ^f1 = ^i a n c^ m a t
^ i ^ = h2, by Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, where σ\ is the automorphism of Y
sending {z
ϊiz2,w1) to {zuz2,p3wχ). Then gi(a*gi) ((σf)*gi) = (gιg2hι(σlhι)h2)\
On the other hand, we can construct a Gal(y/y)-equivariant resolution λ : Z —> F
of y (see §3 of [4]). Then [λ*5Ί] = Y^CiEi + 2C for some positive integers Q
and for a certain divisor C on Z, where ΣEi is the exceptional set of λ and each
irreducible component of C is not contained in ΣEi, because 7Γ{pi,p2},{2,2} does
not ramify along divisors. Hence (ΣciEi)Ej = 0(mod 2). Moreover, we have
[λ*£i] + [λ*σ^i] 4- [λ*(σ?)*^i] = 0(mod 2). Hence we can show the following theo-
rem, in the manner similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 5.3. Let D = r\Ό\, where τ\ is an integer greater than 1 and D\
is the divisor on a simply connected open neighborhood Y of 0 in C 2 defined by
z? — z\ = 0 for positive integers p and q with g.c.d.(p,q) = 1 the latter of which is
not a multiple of 3. Then there exists a Galois covering π : X —» Y such that B
π
 = D
and that Gal(X/Y) ^ A±, if and only if τ\ = 3, p and q are multiples of 3 and 2,
respectively.
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The dual graph of the exceptional set of a resolution of X in the above theorem is
as follows:
Here,
-('-[!]§)'
-(»-[?]>)•
d = βα +
12 f
pq1 a = I 1-1
if ςr = 2
if ςf > 2
if p = 3
Finally, we consider the case that Gal(X/y) ~ 54. Let D — riDi, where n is an
integer greater than 1 and Dι is a divisor on a simply connected open neighborhood Y
of 0 in C 2 defined by z\ — z\ — 0 for positive integers p and q with g.c.d.(p, q) = 1.
Here we may assume that # is odd. If r i = 2 ( resp. 4), if p and (/ are multiples
of 4 ( resp. 2 ) and 3, respectively, then there exists a Galois covering π : X -» y
such that B
π
 = D and that Gal(X/y) ~ 5 4 , as we see in Example 3.2 ( resp. 3.4).
Conversely, let π : X —> y be such a Galois covering of y , let G — Gal(X/y),
let Gi = [G,G?] and let G 2 = [Gi,Gi]. Then X/G 2 is a Galois covering of Y such
that Gal((X/G 2 )/y) ~ £>e and that J3 [ x / G 2 ^y] = 2Dl9 and n = 2 or 4, because
5[χ/G1_,yj = 2Dι and |^| = 2 or 4 for any element g in G\G\. Hence p is even and
q is a multiple of 3, by Theorem 5.2. Moreover, there exist holomorphic functions g\
and #2 on X/G2 such that (X/G2){gi,92},{2,2} — X We see by a similar consideration
as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 that such functions do not exist, if r\ = 2 and if p is
not a multiple of 4. Thus we have:
Theorem 5.4. Let Ό\ be the divisor on a simply connected open neighborhood
Y of 0 in C 2 defined by z\ — z\ = 0 for an integer p > 0 and for an odd integer
q > 0 vWί/z g.c.d.(p,q) = 1. 77ιe/i ί/iere e c/ste 0 Galois covering π : X —• y swc/z
ί/zαί 5
π
 = 2Z?i f r^ 5/7. 4.Di j «/2<i ί/iα/ Gal(J\Γ/y) ~ ^4, if and only if p and q are
multiples of 4 ( resp. 2 ) and 3, respectively.
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When B
π
 = 2D\ ( resp. 4Di ), the dual graph of the exceptional set of a resolu-
tion of X in the above theorem is as follows:
where m = 6 ( resp. 12 ),
resp.
s-(«-[*]«) V " ! - ( « - [ ¥ ]
L , C 2 , . . ,Cm]] = mβ+ —,
[ [ c
m
, . . . , c 1 ] ] " 1 if g > 3 '
if p = 4 (resp. 2)
~
λ
 if p > 4 (resp. 2)
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